
 

Gay The Horseman (Rock Candy Films)
by the time the horseman was over, youre going to be craving more. the storyline is one of the best gay adult films of the year, and the star of the film, tommy defendi, is a dynamic performer who absolutely shines as the older priest. fans of no-frills gay porn will

get their fill with this movie, and if you want to see a gay adult film with a great story and some very well-shot sex, the horseman is a must-see. the horseman (rock candy films) the horseman is the year 2011s best gay adult film. it combines a stellar storyline, real
acting, tight editing, and amazing sex, and it features a cast of first-rate performers, including tommy defendi, boston miles, dylan hauser, chase young, duncan black, logan vaughn, and jason phoenix. a must-see for any gay adult fan. the horseman is the year

2011s best gay adult film. it combines a stellar storyline, real acting, tight editing, and amazing sex, and it features a cast of first-rate performers, including tommy defendi, boston miles, dylan hauser, chase young, duncan black, logan vaughn, and jason phoenix. a
must-see for any gay adult fan. this new gay porn epic from director nica noelle is definitely one of the best adult movies of the year. the storyline is one of the best gay adult films of the year, and the star of the film, tommy defendi, is a dynamic performer who

absolutely shines as the older priest. fans of no-frills gay porn will get their fill with this movie, and if you want to see a gay adult film with a great story and some very well-shot sex, the horseman is a must-see.
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Gay The Horseman (Rock Candy Films)

chase young is one of the best known gay porn stars in the world. he has worked in films with studios including lucas entertainment and lucas entertainment, as well as gay porn stars sean cody, chad glenn, jamie king, and chuck taylor. the great thing about gay
porn is that there are always new faces to be discovered and new faces to be worked with. chase young is one of the most sought-after gay porn stars in the gay porn industry. he currently performs with rock candy films. his most popular titles are the horseman and

a priest's confession. young is a versatile performer. he is equally skilled at sex with guys and with girls. he is also one of the few gay porn stars who is perfect for boy/girl scenes. the horseman, and jimmy fanz in particular, is one of the most original and
entertaining gay porn movies of the year. theres a nearly perfect balance between the raw, authentic sex and the more cerebral storytelling, and the three-hour movie is a must-see for any gay fan. the storyline is centered around an older closeted gay priest (fanz)
who can no longer live with himself, and asks his younger friend (young) to pretend to be his boyfriend for a year. there are few flaws in this story, but it ultimately turns out to be one of the best gay adult films of 2011. the three-hour movie is packed with sex, with
fanz and young trading blowjobs, rimjobs, and double penetration, with plenty of cumshots, and the scenery is nicely lit, well shot, and edited. the chemistry between the two men is terrific, and their natural chemistry shines through onscreen. fans of rock candy are

always sure to see this impressive movie. 5ec8ef588b
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